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a b s t r a c t 

Cubic equations of state have thus far yielded poor predictions of the thermodynamic properties of quan- 

tum fluids such as hydrogen, helium and deuterium at low temperatures. Furthermore, the shape of the 

optimal α functions of helium and hydrogen have been shown to not decay monotonically as for other 

fluids. In this work, we derive temperature-dependent quantum corrections for the covolume parameter 

of cubic equations of state by mapping them onto the excluded volumes predicted by quantum-corrected 

Mie potentials. Subsequent regression of the Twu α function recovers a near classical behavior with a 

monotonic decay for most of the temperature range. The quantum corrections result in a significantly 

better accuracy, especially for caloric properties. While the average deviation of the isochoric heat capac- 

ity of liquid hydrogen at saturation exceeds 80% with the present state-of-the-art, the average deviation 

is 4% with quantum corrections. Average deviations for the saturation pressure are well below 1% for 

all four fluids. Using Péneloux volume shifts gives average errors in saturation densities that are below 

2% for helium and about 1% for hydrogen, deuterium and neon. Parameters are presented for two cubic 

equations of state: Peng–Robinson and Soave–Redlich–Kwong. The quantum-corrected cubic equations of 

state are also able to reproduce the vapor-liquid equilibrium of binary mixtures of quantum fluids, and 

they are the first cubic equations of state that are able to accurately model the vapor-liquid equilibrium 

of the helium–neon mixture. Similar to the quantum-corrected Mie potentials that were used to develop 

the covolume corrections, an interaction parameter for the covolume is needed to represent the helium–

hydrogen mixture to a high accuracy. The quantum-corrected cubic equation of state paves the way for 

technological applications of quantum fluids that require models with both high accuracy and computa- 

tional speed. 

© 2020 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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. Introduction 

Since the first cubic equation of state (EoS) was introduced

y van der Waals [1] more than 100 years ago, cubic EoS have

emained the preferred choice when computational speed in

ombination with a reasonable accuracy is needed. They can all be

ormulated in terms of the pressure 

 (T , v ) = 

RT 

v − b 
− a 

( v − r 1 b)(v − r 2 b) 
, (1)
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here T and v are the temperature and molar volume, R is the

as constant, and r 1 and r 2 are constants that define the particular

oS. The covolume, b , and the attractive parameter, a , are functions

f temperature and mixture composition. 

Cubic EoS are usually preferred for computationally demand-

ng process simulations, optimization studies, and in computational

uid dynamics [2,3] . Two of the most frequently used cubic EoS

re Soave–Redlich–Kwong (SRK) and Peng–Robinson (PR), named

fter the authors of the papers where these EoS were introduced

4,5] . A variety of modifications have contributed to improve the

ccuracy and widespread use of cubic EoS, for non-polar fluids [6] ,

olar fluids [7] , electrolytes [8] and many other applications [9,10] .

ne type of fluids that so far has eluded the successful modeling

y cubic EoS is fluids that exhibit vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE)

t very low temperatures, such as hydrogen and helium. Since hy-

rogen has the potential to become a widespread environmentally

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fluid.2020.112790
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/fluid
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.fluid.2020.112790&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. Pair interaction potential for the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential (black, solid 

line) and the LJ potential with second order Feynman–Hibbs (FH) quantum correc- 

tions (red, dashed). The temperature is given by k B T /ε = 1 , and the particle mass 

is that of helium. The FH correction increases the effective diameter σeff, and de- 

creases the well depth εeff, compared to the classical LJ parameters, σ and ε. The 

inset shows that the effective range of the potential increases slightly. 
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friendly energy carrier in the future, the interest in such fluids is

increasing [11] . For instance, liquefaction is being investigated as

an alternative for large-scale distribution of hydrogen across long

distances [12] . Mixtures consisting of helium, neon and hydrogen

have been touted as promising refrigerants with the potential to

significantly improve the energy efficiency of the hydrogen lique-

faction process [12,13] . Unfortunately, even with advanced mixing

rules [14] , cubic EoS have been unable to reproduce the VLE of

helium–neon [12] . The reason is that these fluids are strongly in-

fluenced by quantum-mechanical effects, as quantified by the de

Broglie thermal wavelength λB [15,16] : 

λB = 

h √ 

2 πmk B T 
, (2)

where h is Planck’s constant, m is the particle mass, and k B is

Boltzmann’s constant. When λB becomes comparable to the typ-

ical intermolecular separation, quantum effects can influence the

fluid properties significantly. 

Recently, the statistical associating fluid theory of quantum-

corrected Mie potentials (SAFT-VRQ Mie) [17,18] was presented.

This EoS models quantum effects by adding the so-called

Feynman–Hibbs-corrections to a Mie potential, where the Mie po-

tential represents the classical behavior of the fluid [19] . Excellent

agreement with experiments was obtained for the VLE of helium–

neon, except in the critical region due to the incomplete devel-

opment of thermodynamic perturbation theory for mixtures [20] .

However, molecular simulations with the underlying interaction

potentials of the EoS were in excellent agreement with the ex-

periments, also in the critical region. The interaction potentials re-

vealed that a crucial effect to account for is “quantum swelling”,

namely that the effective size of the particles increases at low tem-

peratures due to the wave-like nature of particles that becomes

more apparent as λB increases. In cubic EoS, the size of the parti-

cles is represented by the covolume b in Eq. (1) , which is usually

assumed to be temperature-independent and therefore does not

account for quantum swelling. In this work, we shall derive quan-

tum corrections for the covolume parameter of cubic EoS based on

the quantum swelling of the Feynman–Hibbs-corrected Mie poten-

tials that were successful in previous work. 

The shortcomings of cubic EoS for describing fluids that ex-

hibit quantum effects has for long been known. In his celebrated

work that formed the basis for the SRK EoS [4] , Soave pointed out

that less accurate results were obtained for mixtures with hydro-

gen. Some effort s have been directed towards improving cubic EoS

for such applications. Thomas et al. [21] evaluated the applicabil-

ity of several EoS for modeling pure helium, demonstrating that PR

in general gives inaccurate predictions at low temperatures, except

for pressures below 5 bar. Kaviani et al. [22] made a cubic EoS for

pure helium by fitting five-parameter correlations for both the α
function and the covolume, which were fitted to thermodynamic

properties below 15 K and up to 16 bar. Although high accuracy

was obtained at low temperatures, their EoS is not applicable be-

yond the range where it was regressed. 

Tkaczuk et al. [23] recently developed a Helmholtz energy

mixture model for the helium–neon mixture. Their model relies

on multiparameter pure fluid EoS combined with multiparameter

mixture models. Tkaczuk et al. use more than 40 binary interaction

parameters to regress the properties of the binary helium–neon

mixture model. Their representation of fluid properties is therefore

expected to be much more computationally demanding than the

description provided in this work. 

The attractive parameter in Eq. (1) , a , is usually assumed to de-

pend on temperature, and is written as the product of its value at

the critical point, a c and the α function, as: a (T ) = a c α(T ) . Which

functional form to use for the α function has been widely debated.

Recently, Le Guennec et al. [24] introduced consistency criteria for
he α functions of cubic EoS. They showed that by enforcing these

riteria, the predictions in the supercritical domain can be signifi-

antly improved, with a negligible loss of accuracy in the subcrit-

cal domain [25] . One of the consistency criteria was that the α
unction should exhibit a monotonic decay as a function of tem-

erature. Following these recommendations, cubic EoS have been

eparametrized for thousands of components using consistent al-

ha functions fitted to saturation data, including for helium, neon,

ydrogen and deuterium [6,26] . Le Guennec et al. [24] showed that

he α function of hydrogen and helium did not exhibit a mono-

onic decay with temperature, and did thus not follow the consis-

ency criteria derived for other fluids. The reason for this behav-

or has remained unexplained, although it has been linked to their

centric factors being negative [6] . We will show that a near clas-

ical behavior with a monotonic decay can be obtained for the α
unction by incorporating temperature-dependent quantum correc-

ions for the covolume parameter that explicitly account for quan-

um swelling. 

The physical validity of a temperature-dependent covolume has

een questioned by Kalikhman et al. [27] , who demonstrated that

ny repulsive term involving temperature-dependent covolumes

esults in a negative infinite value for the isochoric heat capacity at

nfinite pressure. We will show that the quantum corrections de-

ived in this work will introduce negative heat capacities in agree-

ent with the derivations by Kalikhman, but only at pressures well

utside regions of industrial applications of the substance. We also

erify that thermodynamic stability criteria are fulfilled and that

ressure–volume isotherms do not cross close to the critical point

or the covolume corrections derived in this work. Parameters for

he quantum fluids will be provided for the most frequently used

ubic EoS, SRK and PR, but can easily be extended to other cu-

ic EoS. The quantum corrections yield a vast improvement in the

ccuracy of cubic EoS, both for single-component fluids and mix-

ures. The VLE of all examined fluid mixtures are reproduced to a

igh accuracy without the need for advanced mixing rules [28] . 

. Theory 

We showed in previous work that Feynman–Hibbs-corrected

ie potentials are capable of capturing the thermodynamic prop-

rties of fluids with quantum effects to a relatively high accuracy

17,18] . As shown in Fig. 1 , the quantum corrections influence a

lassical interaction potential mainly through two effects: 

1. They increase the distance where the classical interaction po-

tential is zero, σ , to a larger, temperature-dependent value,

σ (T ) . 
eff
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Fig. 2. The covolume b of SRK and PR divided by the excluded volume of the Mie 

potential models b Mie in Ref. [30] , plotted as a function of molecular weight for 

methane, argon, krypton and xenon. 
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2. They reduce the well-depth, ε of the classical interaction po-

tential to a smaller, temperature-dependent value εeff(T ) . 

Numerous studies have shown that cubic EoS are capable of

epresenting the thermodynamic properties of classical fluids to

 reasonable accuracy. The main hypotheses of this work are (1)

hat the quantum swelling can be incorporated into the cubic EoS

hrough a temperature-dependent covolume correction, and (2)

hat the reduction in the well-depth can be captured by a suit-

ble modification of the α function. In the following we will derive

unctional forms suitable to describe these quantum corrections

ased on the Feynman–Hibbs-corrected Mie potentials described

n Refs. [17,18] . 

.1. The covolume of cubic EoS 

Van der Waals derived his famous equation of state under the

ssumption that the excluded volume per particle, known as the

ovolume, is four times the particle volume: 

 

′ = 

1 

2 

(
4 πσ 3 

3 

)
, (3) 

here σ is the particle diameter. The covolume, b , used in the

quation of state can be found by multiplying b ′ with Avogadro’s

umber, 

 = N A b 
′ . (4) 

rom the reduced form of the van der Waals equation of state, the

ovolume can be related to the critical properties of the fluid by

mposing that (d P/d V ) T c = 0 and (d 2 P/d V 2 ) T c = 0 , where T c is the

ritical temperature. This gives the following expressions: 

 vdW 

= 0 . 125 

T crit R 

P crit 

, (5)

 SRK = 0 . 08664 

T crit R 

P crit 

, (6)

 PR = 0 . 07780 

T crit R 

P crit 

, (7)

or the covolumes of the van der Waals, the SRK and the PR equa-

ions of state respectively. 

.2. Relating the covolume of cubic EoS to interaction potentials of 

lassical fluids 

The intermolecular potential between two nearly spherical

olecules can be approximated by a Mie potential: 

 Mie ( r ) = Cε

[(
σ

r 

)λr 

−
(
σ

r 

)λa 

]
, (8) 

here ε is the well depth, σ is the finite distance at which the

otential is zero, λa and λr are the attractive and repulsive expo-

ents, and 

 = 

(
λr 

λr − λa 

)(
λr 

λa 

) λa 
λr −λa 

. (9) 

For impenetrable spheres as represented by the hard sphere po-

ential, the excluded volume is given uniquely as the volume of the

pheres. The definition of “excluded volume” corresponding to the

epulsive part of the Mie potential is not unique, as the finite op-

osing force of the potential at radii smaller than σ allows parti-

les to be at intermolecular distances smaller than σ . However, as

he repulsive part of the interaction potential is usually very steep,

he excluded volume can be approximated by the positive part of
he potential. For Mie potentials, the particle diameter is then sim-

ly σ in Eq. (8) , where the interaction potential goes from positive

o negative. Fig. 2 shows that the excluded volume of the Mie po-

ential, given by b Mie = πσ 3 / 6 is proportional to the covolume pa-

ameter b of cubic EoS for classical fluids for both SRK and PR. This

bservation, and the fact that the proportionality factor is close to

.5, has been made before [29] . 

.3. Interaction potentials and quantum corrections 

Assuming that the Mie potential can be used to describe classi-

al fluids, Feynman–Hibbs corrections can be added to the classical

otential to represent quantum effects, 

 MieFH ( r ) / ( Cε) = 

(
σ
r 

)λr −
(

σ
r 

)λa 

+ 

D 

T 

(
Q 1 ( λr ) 

σλr 

r λr +2 
− Q 1 ( λa ) 

σλa 

r λa +2 

)

+ 

D 

2 

T 2 

(
Q 2 ( λr ) 

σλr 

r λr +4 
− Q 2 ( λa ) 

σλa 

r λa +4 

)
, 

(10) 

here the term that has prefactor D is the first-order, and the

erm with prefactor D 

2 is the second-order Feynman–Hibbs quan-

um correction, and 

 1 (λ) = λ(λ − 1) , (11)

 2 (λ) = 

1 

2 

(λ + 2)(λ + 1) λ(λ − 1) , (12)

 = 

h̄ 

2 

12 mk B 
. (13) 

or Mie potentials with Feynman–Hibbs quantum corrections, the

epulsive region increases in size at lower temperatures (cf. Fig. 1 ).

his can be quantified by the effective particle diameter, σeff, given

y the separation where the quantum-corrected potential equals

ero. The effective diameter was found by solving 

 MieFH (r; T ) = 0 (14) 

or r using a Newton–Raphson solver with analytical derivatives

nd the value of σ as initial guess. 

.4. The quantum-corrected covolume parameter 

We will relate the quantum covolume b q ( T ) to the classical co-

olume b by 

 q (T ) = bβ(T ) , β(T ) = 

(
σeff(T ) 

σeff(T c ) 

)3 

. (15)
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Table 1 

Triple point temperature T t , critical temperature T c and 

critical pressure P c for the four components considered. 

For helium T t represents the superfluid transition. 

H 2 [35] 4 He [36] Ne [37] D 2 [38] 

T t (K) 13.957 2.17 24.556 18.724 

T c (K) 33.19 5.1953 44.492 38.34 

P c (bar) 12.964 2.276 26.79 16.796 
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a  
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a  

[  
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Eq. (15) is based on the assumption that the covolume parameter

b of a classical cubic EoS is correct at the critical point, as it is de-

termined from the measured critical temperature, T c , and pressure,

P c . The quantum correction, β( T ) captures the quantum swelling of

the particle volume with respect to its volume at the critical point.

Since β( T ) is given from the quantum-corrected Mie potential, it

should thus be independent of the choice of cubic EoS. This will

be studied in further detail in Section 4 . 

Clearly σeff(T −1 = 0) = σ ; in other words, the classical value is

recovered at high temperatures. Differentiating σeff as defined by

Eq. (14) with respect to T −1 gives that the following slope should

be satisfied in the limit T −1 → 0 : 

∂σeff

∂T −1 

∣∣∣∣
T −1 → 0 

= 

D ( Q 1 ( λr ) − Q 1 ( λa ) ) 

σ ( λr − λa ) 
. (16)

Eq. (16) holds for both the first and the second order quantum-

corrected Mie potentials. In the limit T −1 → ∞ however, the first

order quantum-corrected Mie potential reaches the maximum

value 

σ max 
eff = σ

(
Q 1 ( λr ) 

Q 1 ( λa ) 

)1 / ( λr −λa ) 

. (17)

The following expression can satisfy all these constraints: 

σeff = σ + 

D 

T + T adj 

( Q 1 ( λr ) − Q 1 ( λa ) ) 

σ ( λr − λa ) 
, (18)

where 

T adj = c F H 
D ( Q 1 ( λr ) − Q 1 ( λa ) ) 

σ (σ max 
eff

− 1) ( λr − λa ) 
. (19)

The reason for the prefactor c F H = 1 . 4 for first order-corrections

and c F H = 0 . 5 for the second order corrections, is to compensate

for the inability of the linear extrapolation in T −1 at higher tem-

peratures. The above expression has the right derivative in the high

temperature limit, but underpredicts the maximum effective di-

ameter slightly. However, since the limit 1/ T → ∞ can never be

reached in practice due to solid formation, this is of little practical

relevance. 

Eq. (18) is plotted together with the increase in the effective

diameter from the first and the second order corrected Mie po-

tentials with parameters for hydrogen, deuterium, neon and he-

lium in Fig. 3 , where the curves are from Eq. (18) and the circles

are from the quantum-corrected Mie potentials. The figure displays

excellent agreement between the derived expression and the exact

value for σeff/σ obtained by solving Eq. (14) , in particular at super-

critial temperatures. 

The derived β function can be written as 

β(T ) = 

(
1 + 

A 

T + B 

)3 

/ 

(
1 + 

A 

T c + B 

)3 

, (20)

where A are B are component-specific parameters. Since cubic EoS

are not based on Mie fluids, and since the Feynman–Hibbs correc-

tions become inaccurate at very low temperatures, we will also

evaluate the empirical correlation given by Eq. (20) where A and

B are fitted to experimental data. 

2.5. The α function and quantum effects 

In addition to the hypothesis that quantum swelling can be cap-

tured by Eq. (15) , we also hypothesize that the reduction of the

well-depth given by the quantum corrections (see Fig. 1 ) can be

modeled by properly modifying the α function of cubic EoS. Since

the quantum-corrected covolume is larger at subcritical tempera-

tures, the attraction and thus the α function must be reduced, e.g.

to recover the same saturation pressures. This is because the two
erms of cubic EoS (cf. Eq. (1) ) are regressed together to approxi-

ate the experimental data. For supercritical temperatures, the co-

olume is smaller than the classical covolume, and thus the quan-

um α function should be smaller than the classical one. These

ffects will change the “bell-shaped” α function found previously

or hydrogen and helium for the classical PR. However, it is not

uaranteed that the change will make the α function consistent

n the classical sense [24] , and not even monotonically decreasing.

e will explore this further by comparing to experimental data in

ection 4.1 . 

Throughout this work, the cubic α function is correlated using

he three-parameter Twu function [31] : 

(T ) = T N(M−1) 
r exp [ L (1 − T MN 

r )] . (21)

q. (21) is designed such that α(T c ) = 1 for all ( L, M, N ). Having

hree parameters, we assume that this functional form is flexible

nough to capture the quantum effects on the attractive term. In

ection 4.1 we will investigate whether the optimal α function

ecomes a monotonic function when incorporating a quantum-

orrected covolume. 

.6. Mixing and combining rules 

For a we apply the usual quadratic mixing rules: 

 = 

∑ 

i 

∑ 

j 

x i x j a i j , a i j = 

√ 

a ii a j j (1 − k i j ) , (22)

here x i and x j are the mole fractions of components i and j , and

 ij is a binary interaction parameter. 

The mixture covolume is calculated as 

 = 

∑ 

i 

∑ 

j 

x i x j b i j , b i j = 

b ii + b j j 

2 

(1 − l i j ) . (23)

 common choice is to set l i j = 0 , which converts the mixture co-

olume into a linear combination of the single-component covol-

mes. 

In addition to the α and β functions, for each component we

lso fitted a (temperature-independent) Péneloux volume shift c

32] . Some properties such as enthalpies are affected by such a

olume shift [33] , and care should be taken to also shift these

roperties correctly. The impact of volume shifts on mixtures is

ore complicated [34] , but one can show that a linear mixing rule

f Péneloux parameters will not impact the Pxy phase envelopes.

uch a linear mixing rule is adopted in this work: 

 = 

∑ 

i 

x i c ii . (24)

. Parameter estimation methodology 

In this work, we have employed the common method of first

tting single-component parameters, and in a subsequent step fit-

ing the binary interaction parameters. Table 1 lists the triple point

emperature, critical temperature, and critical pressure for the con-

idered components. 
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Fig. 3. The relative increase in effective diameters for helium, hydrogen, neon and deuterium as computed exactly from the Mie-FH potentials (circles) and the analytic 

approximation Eq. (18) (curves). 

Table 2 

Weights in the objective function for the fitting pure fluid 

parameters. Square brackets indicate an interval within 

which the weight varied among the different components. 

Saturation 

Property p sat ρsat c sat 
v c sat 

p 
h sat 

Weight 1.0 0.5 [0,0.5] [0,0.5] 0.5 

Single-phase 

Property ρsup c sup 
v c sup 

p h sup w 

sup 

Weight 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 [0,0.1] 
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.1. Objective functions 

.1.1. Pure fluids 

The parameters ( L, M, N ) for the Twu α function ( Eq. (21) ),

he Péneloux volume shift c , and optionally the parameters ( A, B )

n the covolume beta function ( Eq. (20) ), were fitted to pseudo-

xperimental data. These data were generated using the highly

ccurate reference equations of state for helium [36] , neon [37] ,

ydrogen [35] , and deuterium [38] , which were accessed through

oolProp [39] . 

The objective function is given by a weighted sum of relative

eviations: 

 

pure ( L, M, N; A, B ; c ) = 

∑ 

i ∈ { states } 

∑ 

ξ∈ { properties } 
w ξ

∣∣ξ expt 
i 

− ξ calc 
i 

∣∣∣∣ξ expt 
i 

∣∣ , (25) 

here i indexes the states where the deviations are calculated, ξ
epresents one of the ten thermodynamic properties considered,

nd w ξ is the weight given to the property ξ . Table 2 lists the

roperties and weights used in the objective function. We used a

implex algorithm [40] for the minimization. 

For the saturation properties, we chose 20 states equispaced in

emperature. The upper temperature limit was 4.8 K for helium,

0.0 K for hydrogen, 34.5 K for deuterium and 41.0 K for neon. The
ower temperature limits for neon and deuterium coincide with

heir triple point temperatures. Currently there are no technical

pplications of hydrogen at temperatures below the boiling point,

0.3 K; to avoid sacrificing accuracy at higher temperatures, the

ower temperature for hydrogen was chosen to be the same as for

euterium. The lower limit of helium was chosen as 3 K, which

s above the superfluid transition at 2.2 K but still well below its

oiling point temperature of 4.2 K. 

The single-phase properties were evaluated over a rectangular

rid in temperature–pressure space, with five supercritical temper-

tures and 20 pressures from 1 bar and up. For neon, hydrogen and

euterium the temperatures were 50, 100, 150, 20 0 and 30 0 K, and

he maximum pressure was 500 bar. For helium the temperatures

ere 20, 30, 40, 100 and 150 K and the maximum pressure was

00 bar. 

Residual properties of pure fluids, such as the residual enthalpy

 

R and the residual isochoric heat capacity c R v , are sometimes in-

luded in the objective function when regressing EoS parameters.

e strongly advise against this practice: in our fits we have en-

ountered mean average percentage errors (MAPEs) of exceeding

00% for h R in the supercritical domain, while the MAPE in h sup is

ess than 2%. This is because these properties may become zero, as

hown in Figs. 5 and 6 . 

.1.2. Binary mixtures 

Using the optimal parameters for the regression for pure flu-

ds, binary interaction parameters ( k ij , l ij ) were fitted by minimiz-

ng the total absolute deviation of measured (superscript expt) and

alculated (superscript calc) mole fractions, corresponding to the

bjective function 

 

binary ( k i j , l i j ) = 

∑ 

i 

| x expt 
i 

− x calc 
i | + 

∑ 

i 

| y expt 
i 

− y calc 
i | . (26)

ere x i and y i are the mole fractions in the liquid and the va-

or. The calculations were performed at the same temperature
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Fig. 4. The optimal α and beta functions for four different cases of PR (defined in Section 4 ), all fitted to the same objective function. The lower temperature limits for each 

component are given by T t of Table 1 . 
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d  
and pressure as the measurements. Only regular VLE states were

included in the objective function, whereas liquid–liquid equilib-

rium (LLE) and vapor-liquid–liquid equilibrium (VLLE) measure-

ments were excluded. 

4. Results and discussion 

To evaluate on a neutral basis the influence of the quantum cor-

rections for the covolume parameter, we consider five cases: 

Classic: All calculations are performed with the present state-

of-the-art for classical cubic EoS for quantum fluids, the tc-

PR EoS [6] . 

Classic-fit: We use the classical PR EoS but fit the parameters

of the α function and the volume shift. This case allows us

to evaluate whether the improvement in comparison to the

tc-PR EoS comes from re-fitting against a different objective

function. 

Case FH1: The quantum correction derived in Section 2 based

on first-order Feynman–Hibbs corrections (FH1) with param-

eters from Ref. [18] are used. New parameters are regressed

for the α function and the volume shift. 

Case FH2: The quantum correction derived in Section 2 based

on the second-order Feynman–Hibbs corrections (FH2) with
parameters from Ref. [18] are used. New parameters are re-

gressed for the α function and the volume shift. 

Case Empirical: We regress all parameters: ( A, B ) in Eq. (20) ,

the α function, and the volume shift. 

For the case Classic, we use the same values for the critical

ressure and temperature as Ref. [6] . For all other cases, we use

he values in Table 1 . 

The cases Classic and Classic-fit are benchmarks for gauging the

mprovement offered by quantum corrections. For Case FH1 and

ase FH2, the quantum corrections for the covolume parameter are

redicted. These cases have the same number of fitting parame-

ers as classical cubic EoS. Case Empirical allows assessing whether

nything can be gained by also fitting the quantum corrections to

he covolume. 

Table 3 lists the optimal pure-component parameters ( L, M, N )

or the Twu α function ( Eq. (21) ), the parameters ( A, B ) for the

ovolume correction ( Eq. (20) ), and the volume-shift parameter.

e also obtained the optimal binary interaction parameters ( k ij , l ij )

resented in Table 4 . 

.1. Single-component systems 

Results for the pure components hydrogen, helium, neon and

euterium are summarized for all the cases listed above in Table 5 .
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Fig. 5. Thermodynamic properties of normal hydrogen (H 2 ): saturation diagrams (a and b) and supercritical isobars (c–f). The solid curves are calculated from the quantum 

PR EoS, and the dashed curves are calculated with the reference multiparameter EoS from Ref. [35] . The isobars are plotted between 20 and 300 K. 
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4

vidently the quantum-corrected cubic EoS are vastly superior to

he classical cubic EoS, even for the cases with no new fitting pa-

ameters (Cases FH1 and FH2). The lowest value of the objective

unction was in all cases achieved for Case Empirical, since it has

ore adjustable parameters. Interestingly, for hydrogen, deuterium

nd neon, this does not appreciably decrease the MAPEs in com-

arison to Case FH1, and seems to reflect the particular choice of

bjective function instead of constituting an improved representa-

ion of quantum fluids. For these fluids, we recommend the co-

olume corrections based on FH1 corrections, since these have a

ound theoretical basis. The exception is helium, where Case Em-

irical is clearly superior and is the recommended model. This is

xpected, as we showed in previous work that both the FH1 and

H2 corrections were unable to capture the properties of helium

elow 20 K [18] . 

The temperature-dependence of the covolume corrections β
nd the regressed α functions are displayed in Fig. 4 . The figure

hows that the shape of the α function for the classic PR (Case

lassic-fit) deviates from the classical monotonically decaying be-

avior for helium and hydrogen. However, the α functions for all

ases that employ quantum corrections for the covolume param-

ter recover a classical behavior, except for helium at the lowest

emperatures. Using a quantum-corrected covolume for helium, it

s in fact possible to achieve a good representation with a mono-

onically decreasing α function, as shown in the row named “De-

reasing α” in Table 5 . Although this improves the accuracy of

 few properties, most properties are less accurately predicted.

n particular, the MAPE in the saturation pressure increases from

.67% to 1.18%. In a previous work [18] , we showed that for he-

ium, which has the strongest quantum effects, the Feynman–Hibbs

orrections are only accurate down to about 20 K. We therefore

ypothesize that the functional form of Eq. (20) must be further

odified in order to describe helium to an even higher accuracy

t the lowest temperatures. Such a modification however, falls be-

ond the scope of the present work. 
a  
The optimal parameters ( L, M, N ) for the α function of hydrogen

nd deuterium in Table 3 are notably different from the other com-

onents. In particular, the value of L is one to two orders of mag-

itude larger. To examine this more closely, we have attempted to

efit the parameters with fixed values of L , which revealed that the

bjective function can be reduced further by increasing L . However,

he achievable reduction of the objective function is insignificant in

omparison to the objective function corresponding to the param-

ters in Table 3 . We hypothesize that this stems from a suboptimal

orm of the Twu α function, but it seems unlikely that a more flex-

ble form would yield a significantly better fit. 

The thermodynamic properties of deuterium are known less ac-

urately than for the other components considered in this work,

nd the MAPEs in Table 5 should be interpreted with caution. For

xample, the uncertainties in the vapor pressures are 2% and the

ncertainties in the saturated liquid densities are 3% [38] . For deu-

erium, speeds of sound were not included in the objective func-

ion as there is large scatter in the experimental data [38] . 

We have also regressed parameters for the SRK EoS, and the

orresponding parameters and MAPEs are provided in the supple-

entary information. The main conclusion from this is that, also

or SRK, the quantum corrections yield greatly improved agree-

ent with experimental data with no new fitting parameters. This

trongly indicates that the hypothesis stated in Section 2.4 is valid;

amely that the quantum correction of the covolume parameter is

ndependent of the functional form of the cubic EoS. We find that

he performance of SRK is worse than for PR, especially for the

iquid-phase densities. 

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the high accuracy of the quantum-

orrected cubic EoS for helium and hydrogen, which are the two

omponents exhibiting the strongest quantum effects. 

.2. Thermodynamic consistency 

Temperature-dependent covolume corrections are usually 

voided in the development of cubic EoS since they can lead
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Fig. 6. Thermodynamic properties of helium ( 4 He): saturation diagrams (a and b) and supercritical isobars (c–f). The solid curves are calculated from the quantum PR EoS, 

and the dashed curves are calculated with the reference multiparameter EoS from Ref. [36] . The isobars are plotted between 20 and 150 K. 

Fig. 7. Contour plots of the molar isochoric heat capacity c v (Figs. (a)–(d)), and the molar isobaric heat capacity c p (Figs. (e)–(h)) in the temperature–density plane. The 

saturation curve is given by the black curve, and negative values are illustrated by gray regions. The lower temperature is the triple point temperature, except for 4 He where 

it is 2.5 K. Isobars for 100 bar, 250 bar and 500 bar are also indicated. 
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to unphysical results. In particular, they lead to diverging and

negative isochoric heat capacities at sufficiently high pressures

[27] . In Fig. 7 , we show that this is also the case for the quantum

corrected cubic EoS. However, this only occurs at pressures that

are well beyond the domain of industrial interest, and into the

solid-formation regime for some of the components. We have also

included contour plots of the isobaric heat capacity c p . A negative

c p indicates thermodynamic instability of the pure fluid [12,41] ,
nd such unstable regions should not occur in the regions of

nown fluid stability; Fig. 7 shows that no spurious instabilities

re predicted. 

Interestingly, Fig. 7 f and h illustrate spurious regions of stabil-

ty for hydrogen and deuterium. Since the isobaric heat capacity

ecomes positive within the spinodal region, it follows that the

quation of state predicts the existence of a pseudostable phase

ithin the spinodal region for adiabatic and isobaric systems ( PS
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Fig. 8. Pxy diagrams for the binary mixtures of the fluids considered in this work. The crosses are experimental measurements. The full lines are VLE, the dashed lines are 

LLE, and the dotted lines indicate VLLE, all calculated with the optimal parameters given in Tables 3 and 4 . The colors signify different temperatures. 
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nsemble) [12,41] . Such a pseudostable phase is in fact also pre-

icted by the classical SRK and PR equations of state, and is there-

ore not an artefact of quantum corrections. Aursand et al have

lso found a region of positive C p within the spinodal region for

ethane, even for the simpler van der Waals cubic equation of

tate [12] . 

Another consistency criterion is that pressure–density

sotherms should not cross for pure components close to the

ritical point. Although this is not a rigorous consistency criterion,

uch a crossing of near-critical isotherms has never been experi-

entally observed. For the fluids considered in this work, we have

ndeed checked that this criterion is satisfied. 
.3. The performance for mixtures 

Fig. 8 compares calculations using the quantum-corrected PR

ith available experiments [42–53] for the six binary mixtures:

ydrogen-neon, deuterium-neon, hydrogen-deuterium, helium- 

eon, helium-deuterium and helium-hydrogen. The figure shows

hat quantum-corrected cubic EoS is in excellent agreement with

vailable experimental results, even for pressures up to 200 bar. 

For the hydrogen-helium mixture, we found that it was neces-

ary to include an interaction parameter, l ij , that accounts for non-

deal mixing of the covolume parameter. This was expected, as a

imilar parameter is needed for the cross-interaction parameter of
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Table 3 

Optimal parameters ( L, M, N ) for the Twu α function, ( A, B ) for the beta function, and c for the 

Péneloux volume shift. The parameters for the recommended quantum-correcte d PR is shaded gray. 

Model L ( −) M ( −) N ( −) A (K) B (K) c (cm 

3 /mol) 

Normal hydrogen (H 2 ) 

Classic-fit 2.8994 −0 . 61791 −0 . 42846 0 0 −4 . 1101 

Classic 1.5147 −3 . 7959 −0 . 1377 0 0 −5 . 3386 

FH1 156.21 −0 . 0062072 5.047 3.0696 12.682 −3 . 8139 

FH2 347.52 −0 . 0027936 8.2946 5.8821 14.791 −2 . 9125 

Empirical 158.54 −0 . 0061196 5.2105 3.477 15 −3 . 8140 

Helium ( 4 He) 

Classic-fit −0 . 046019 1.2618 0.69755 0 0 −3 . 4875 

Classic 0.0063 1.2175 1.0909 0 0 −4 . 8915 

FH1 0.18976 1.3964 0.58143 1.8774 7.7564 −2 . 9291 

FH2 1.1393 93.272 0.0044747 2.7979 5.2677 −3 . 9406 

Empirical 0.48558 1.7173 0.30271 1.4912 3.2634 −3 . 1791 

Neon (Ne) 

Classic-fit 0.40805 0.98441 0.78674 0 0 −2 . 6039 

Classic 0.1887 0.947 1.4698 0 0 −2 . 3573 

FH1 0.40453 0.95861 0.8396 0.4673 2.4634 −2 . 4665 

FH2 0.38356 0.94695 0.87127 0.4679 0.88094 −2 . 4556 

Empirical 0.3981 0.96535 0.82696 0.22069 −0 . 65243 −2 . 5676 

Normal deuterium (D 2 ) 

Classic-fit 0.3089 1.0716 0.6551 0 0 −4 . 4250 

Classic 0.1486 0.9968 1.0587 0 0 −4 . 5555 

FH1 55.007 −0 . 016981 3.1621 1.6501 7.309 −3 . 8718 

FH2 63.647 −0 . 014525 3.283 1.9086 3.4071 −3 . 6319 

Empirical 52.586 −0 . 017779 3.2179 2.2117 12.768 −3 . 8717 

Table 4 

Optimal interaction parameters ( k ij , l ij ) for the 

quantum PR EoS. 

D 2 H 2 
4 He 

H 2 (0,0) − −
4 He (0.45,0) (0 . 17 , −0 . 16) −
Ne (0.18,0) (0.18,0) (−0 . 17 , 0) 

h  

t  

t  

[  

f  

U  

fi  

g  

m  

n  
Table 5 

Mean average percentage error (MAPE) relative to the re

ponent. The properties are saturated liquid density ρsat ,

heat capacity c sat 
p , supercritical density ρsup , supercriti

speed of sound w 

sup . Results for the model “Classic” w

MAPEs for the recommended quantum-corrected PR is s

Model p sat ρsat c sat 
v c sat 

p 


Normal hydrogen (H 2 ) 

Classic-fit 0.52 3.59 40.72 14.93 1

Classic 2.02 1.98 83.88 19.12 2

FH1 0.33 1.10 4.11 11.16 0

FH2 0.60 1.00 6.58 14.77 1

Empirical 0.36 1.11 3.94 10.90 0

Helium ( 4 He) 

Classic-fit 1.94 7.61 2.21 65.61 5

Classic 2.52 4.30 18.06 51.47 3

FH1 0.81 4.67 4.79 33.59 2

FH2 0.29 4.88 5.15 10.46 2

Empirical 0.67 1.70 2.17 12.26 1

Decreasing α 1.18 2.18 1.74 12.19 1

Neon (Ne) 

Classic-fit 0.57 1.51 1.69 8.66 0

Classic 0.86 1.78 13.18 6.13 0

FH1 0.25 1.18 1.99 8.16 0

FH2 0.26 1.17 2.17 8.46 0

Empirical 0.29 1.29 1.74 7.83 0

Normal deuterium (D 2 ) 

Classic-fit 2.04 1.89 6.27 20.14 2

Classic 1.89 1.43 7.67 18.64 1

FH1 0.61 0.83 6.55 14.23 0

FH2 0.78 1.17 11.45 20.52 1

Empirical 0.60 0.81 5.66 12.80 0
ydrogen-helium as described by quantum-corrected Mie poten-

ials [17] . The semiclassical force field for the helium–hydrogen in-

eraction uses a non-additivity for the interaction diameter of 1.05

17] , i.e. σ12 = 1 . 05(σ1 + σ2 ) / 2 . This translates into a non-additivity

or the covolume of 1.05 3 ≈ 1.16, which corresponds to l i j = −0 . 16 .

sing l i j = −0 . 16 and refitting k ij yielded a significantly improved

t for the helium–hydrogen mixture. We found that little can be

ained by further tuning the l ij parameter. For the helium–neon

ixture, we verified that including l ij in the fitting process yields a

egligible improvement. This is once again in agreement with the
ference equations of state [35–38] for each com- 

 saturation pressure p sat , saturated liquid isobaric 

cal isobaric heat capacity c sup 
p , and supercritical 

ere generated with parameters from Ref. [6] . T he 

haded gray. 

h sat ρsup c sup 
v c sup 

p h sup w 

sup 

.26 3.18 4.12 1.39 0.52 5.14 

.12 6.64 4.75 3.37 2.34 6.76 

.93 0.71 1.04 1.05 0.60 3.29 

.99 3.43 1.53 1.79 1.01 6.22 

.90 0.78 0.97 1.07 0.61 3.38 

.18 6.38 4.52 3.39 3.78 15.08 

.79 10.50 8.77 2.76 4.74 23.24 

.87 1.55 2.58 1.16 0.49 4.62 

.84 1.12 1.64 1.50 0.39 1.46 

.76 0.45 1.64 0.74 0.48 2.57 

.45 0.51 1.77 0.70 0.54 2.59 

.96 0.38 1.66 0.53 0.24 1.53 

.82 1.07 5.66 2.22 0.98 1.74 

.59 0.57 2.25 0.65 0.23 2.01 

.61 0.59 2.30 0.67 0.24 2.04 

.65 0.40 1.92 0.56 0.21 1.71 

.31 2.07 3.09 0.62 0.67 15.79 

.88 2.82 3.65 0.88 0.78 17.10 

.90 0.60 0.90 0.84 0.44 10.47 

.22 1.07 1.01 0.99 0.35 9.07 

.85 0.70 0.82 0.86 0.44 10.05 
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emiclassical force field, where non-additivity effects were found

o be negligible [17] . 

The helium-neon mixture has been highlighted as a particu-

arly difficult example where most available EoS, including cubic

oS with advanced mixing rules have fallen short [12] . Tkaczuk

t al. [23] recently developed a Helmholtz energy mixture model

or the helium–neon mixture that has been included in Fig. 8 for

omparison. Their model relies on multiparameter pure fluid EoS

ombined with multiparameter mixture models. Tkaczuk et al. use

ore than 40 binary interaction parameters to regress the proper-

ies of the binary helium–neon mixture model. The quantum cor-

ected PR EoS requires only a constant binary interaction parame-

er to achieve a good agreement with experimental results for the

LE. Moreover, care should be taken in this comparison, as the ex-

erimental data for helium–neon have significant uncertainty, e.g.

hey do not extrapolate to the correct saturation pressure for pure

eon [17] . 

The excellent agreement displayed in Fig. 8 shows that the

uantum-corrected cubic EoS are among the most accurate EoS

vailable for calculating the properties of mixtures of fluids that

xhibit strong quantum effects. A moderate overestimation of the

ritical pressure for the helium–hydrogen mixture at 29.0 K (blue

urve) is observed, which is surprising considering that the critical

ressure agrees well at 31.5 K (brown curve). We found that this

isagreement can be explained by the reported temperature from

xperiments having a 0.2 K uncertainty in the temperature mea-

urement. The calculated phase envelope at 29.2 K yields excellent

greement with the experimental results for the critical pressure,

hich suggests that uncertainty in the reported temperature can

xplain the observed deviation. 

. Conclusion 

Cubic EoS are often the preferred choice when computational

peed in combination with a reasonable accuracy is required. Un-

il now, they have yielded inaccurate predictions for fluids that

xhibit strong quantum effects, such as helium and hydrogen at

ow temperatures. Even with advanced mixing rules, cubic EoS

re unable to reproduce the vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) of the

elium–neon mixture to a high accuracy. Moreover, the α func-

ions of helium and hydrogen published in the literature are not

onotonically decreasing like those of other fluids. 

In this work, we have derived quantum corrections for the co-

olume parameter of cubic EoS. The derivation of their functional

orm and temperature dependence was based on Feynman–Hibbs-

orrected Mie potentials. The corrections were shown to be inde-

endent of the choice of cubic EoS. Regression of the Twu α func-

ion after incorporating the quantum correction for the covolume

arameter recovered a monotonically decaying behavior for hydro-

en, and also for helium except at the lowest temperatures. New

functions and additional volume-shifts were developed for both

he Peng–Robinson and the Soave–Redlich–Kwong cubic EoS. 

The quantum corrections were shown to significantly improve

he accuracy of the predictions compared to the present state-of-

he-art (tc-PR), even with no new fitting parameters for the cases

hen the covolume parameters were theoretical predictions. The

nal values for the quantum corrections were those that most ac-

urately reproduced the experimental data. The quantum-corrected

R improved the average error in the isochoric heat capacity at sat-

ration from above 80% to 4.1% for hydrogen, and the average er-

or in the predictions of the supercritical speed of sound of helium

rom 23% to 2.6%. Most other thermodynamic properties, both sub-

nd supercritical, were also predicted much more accurately after

ntroducing the quantum correction. The additional introduction of

 constant volume correction reduced the error in density predic-
ions to below 2% for helium and around 1% for hydrogen, neon

nd deuterium. 

The VLE of all investigated mixtures were reproduced to a high

ccuracy with simple mixing rules and temperature-independent

nteraction parameters. In particular, the quantum-corrected cubic

oS is the first cubic EoS presented in open literature that is able to

eproduce the experimental VLE for helium–neon. The hydrogen–

elium mixture required an additional interaction parameter for

he covolume, similar to the quantum-corrected force fields for the

ery same mixture. 

The quantum-corrected cubic EoS offers superior accuracy

hile retaining the unparalleled computational speed and numeri-

al simplicity of cubic EoS. It therefore opens the door for a wide

ange of technological developments involving fluids that exhibit

trong quantum effects. One attractive possibility is the develop-

ent of the next generation of hydrogen liquefaction processes.

elium–hydrogen–neon mixtures have been touted as a promising

quantum refrigerant” with the potential to significantly enhance 

he efficiency of the liquefaction process. 

The description of saturated heat capacities for quantum fluids

till has room for improvement, but is likely sufficiently accurate

or most industrial applications, such as hydrogen liquefaction pro-

ess design. 
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ppendix A. A comment on the implementation 

Temperature-dependent covolume parameters are not new in

he literature on cubic EoS, and occur for example in the popu-

ar Wong–Sandler mixing rule [54] . They are conveniently imple-

ented using the approach by Michelsen and Mollerup [55] based

n the chain rule: derivatives of the Helmholtz energy are com-

uted first with respect to the parameters such as b and then

ultiplied with derivatives of state variables such as temperature.

n this way, the temperature dependence of the covolume can be

andled similarly to its composition dependence. 

upplementary material 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be

ound, in the online version, at 10.1016/j.fluid.2020.112790 
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